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QUESTION 1

During a migration the system is mistakenly IPLed. The data migration is successfully resumed and completed. 

When the administrator runs the RSTAUT command, no authorities are restored. What is the most likely cause of the
problem? 

A. The RCLSTG command was not run before the data restore was resumed. 

B. The storage management directory was overlayed as a result of the IPL. 

C. The INZSYS command was not successfully run before restoring authorities. 

D. The private authority table loaded by the RSTUSRPRF command was automatically deleted by the system IPL. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has been asked to create user profiles for4 operators. 

In addition to adding each operator\\'s user profile to the GRPOPR group, which sequence of actions will enable the
operators to perform their functions, while maintaining the best possible system security? 

A. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority 

B. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with no special authority Create a profile for each operator with *SAVSYS special
authority 

C. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *IOSYSCFG special authority Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority\\' 

D. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *SECADM special authority\\' and a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for
each operator with no special authority\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator notices the time stamp of service processor-related messages are significantly different from other time
stamps from events known to have occurred at the same time. 

The system is HMC managed. 

The HMC time zone shows the correct local time 

IBM i shows the correct local time. 

Where can the service processor time setting be verified? 
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A. In the QUTCOFFSET system value 

B. In the ASMI date and time settings 

C. In the Universal Time setting in System Service Tools 

D. In the date and time setting for the managed system on the HMC 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A system has system values QCRTAUT set to *ALL and QSECURITY to 40. 

A file, named PFILE, is secured by authorization list ALIST, and group profile AGROUP with authority\\' USE ALIST
specifies "PUBLIC authority \\'EXCLUDE, and AUSER with \\'CHANGE authority. 

What authority does AUSER have to PFILE? 

A. *ALL 

B. *USE 

C. *CHANGE 

D. *EXCLUDE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to write a tool in CL to reorganize all database file members with more than 10% deleted
records or more than 5GB of deleted record space. 

The tool will need to generate and read a list of all: 

-Libraries in the system 

-Files in each library 

-Members in each file 

What is the minimum number of programs that need to be created for this tool? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 
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